CSE-104 Class 10
Bible Codes
Chuck Missler wrote a book that has excellent work on the topic.
Bible in Hebrew contains codes that can not be explained as accidental.
Put all the Hebrew letters in a computer without punctuation and do a search for Hitler.
Every 22 letters gave Hitler. Every 13 letters gave "The bitter sea of Auschwitz" other places in
same book gave "King of Nazi's, a people cry murder, slaughter"
2 secular Hebrew scholars and 3 mathematicians discovered the code.
It is an amazing study but I don't know if it is true.
UFOs
Ica Stones show a Chief looking through a telescope at flying object.
UFOs may be naturally occurring objects.
Weather balloons,
Swamp gas - Burp from rotting vegetation
As gas goes up in atmosphere it produces wavy air like hot blacktop.
Top secret government air craft.
Satanically operated vehicle.
The devil will have to come up with some sort of excuse of why millions of people have gone
missing at the rapture.
He probably would start a few hundred years early to convince people.
Several books on the topic.
Stan Deyo - The Cosmic Conspiracy
Top secret government craft use electrogravitic propulsion.
A jet produces G forces from the engine pushing on the plane that pushes on you so you experience
the G forces too.
Electrogravitic propulsion every molecule gets moved so there is no G forces.
Many people describe UFO crafts that start going in one direction very fast then take a sudden 90
deg turn that would be impossible with other propulsion means.
How long were Adam and Eve in the garden?
At the most 120 years.
First date given is when Seth was born.
How old were Cain and Able?
Did Adam and Eve have other children when Cain killed Able?
Scripture does not say.
Where is the Garden of Eden?
In Genesis there are 4 rivers that run into one river and one is called Euphrates so people look at a
river in the middle east and say that must have been where the garden was.
This just means that when they got off the ark they saw a river that reminded them or the one on the
pre-flood world and named it after it.
We have New York, New Hampshire, Moscow in the US but none of them are the original countries
they are just named after them.
Rivers act much differently now days.
Rivers start as many rivers and become one, not split into 4 rivers like described.
Mark of the Beast.
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100 years ago they thought the mark would be ink on paper.
Revelation 13:16-17
[16] And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in
their right hand, or in their foreheads:
[17] And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the
number of his name.
Note it says mark IN hand or forehead not ON.
1972 bar code invented
Computers can only count to 1 so binary code was created.
8 bits = 1 byte = 1 letter
bit is 0 or 1
laser shines across the bar code and sees dark light and interprets it as 1 and 0.
Fat black line equals 3 lines together.
1 thick line = 11111
first middle and end all have guard bars that have the equivalent of 6.
One thick line and a thin line
0001101 = 1110010 = zero
0101111 = 1010000 = six
exact opposites on bar code are equal
two black lines with space in between.
UPC - universal product code.
The ones your library has are different because they are not the same standard.
Left side of the code is information on where the product is made and what it is and on the right is a
place for the shop keeper to enter the price .
Microchip the size of grain of rice.
$4-5 per chip.
Injected under skin using large needle.
Put in pets to find them if they are lost.
Take the chip and walk past a reader and it will list your information.
Chip only contains a number that is linked to database with your info.
Chip in your car can find you with the satellites if your car is stolen.
Can track everywhere you have been.
Words 5480, 5482 in Strong's reference bible has the word mark and it can be described as the same
word that is used for etching, a graver, the tool used for engraving, the expressed image, to sharpen
to a point.
A chip is an engraved piece of silicone that gets pierced with a needle.
HAARP Technology
High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program
If you microwave the sky hot air expands and you can create a lens in the atmosphere.
You can create a lens over a country to cause it to never rain and starve them out or make it effect
another area by causing floods.
Virtual mirror
Book - Angles don't play this HAARP
ELF - Extremely low frequency
1992 had satellites to count the cows and make sure you were not cheating on your income taxes
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saying you had 1000 cows when you actually had 10000.
Revelation 14:11
[11] And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor
night, who worship the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.
The word AND is important indicating that you will not burn if you only have the mark yet not
worship the beast.
Babies may be injected at birth with the mark and not have a choice.
Shroud of Turin
Holes in hands.
When Romans crucified they nailed in the wrists.
They would use a board with a nail through it to prevent the nail from going all the way through the
bone and rip out of the hand.
Hand is considered everything before the elbow.
Carbon dated 2000 years old - doesn't mean anything even if carbon dating did work.
John 20:6-7
[6] Then cometh Simon Peter following him, and went into the sepulchre, and seeth the linen
clothes lie,
[7] And the napkin, that was about his head, not lying with the linen clothes, but wrapped together
in a place by itself.
Different head piece than the rest of the body
Isiah 50:6
[6] I gave my back to the smiters, and my cheeks to them that plucked off the hair: I hid not my face
from shame and spitting.
Jesus had his hair removed when he was crucified
He probably had a beard when alive because that was the custom of the time but not when burried.
It can not be the shroud Jesus was buried in.
Do you have a PhD?
Ad homonym attack.
Doctor of philosophy
Midwest Baptist College 1974
Masters and Doctors from Patriot University in CO
Ministry of Hilltop Baptist courses
Non-accredited school - 400 students.
I worked hard for my degree - how hard did you work for yours?
Harvard, Yale, Princeton are all non-accredited schools.
Who wrote Genesis?
Skeptics say there were 4 different authors to try to remove creditability.
Henry Morris Defenders Bible has good explanation.
Genesis 38 talks about raising seed for your brother if he dies and leaves a widow so skeptics say in
Luke when it says 'what master Moses wrote' about that topic they are referring to Genesis so that
proves Moses wrote Genesis.
The same thing is also talked about in Deuteronomy and Moses is definitely the author of that.
Moses was the editor of Genesis.
The phrase "These are the generations of ..." is the author signing off.
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Adam, Noah, Noah's sons all wrote a section.
Several different styles of writing
Chapter 1 the word God appeared 31 times.
Adam used the words Lord God.
Babylonians have some books older than Genesis.
Moses did not write Genesis so the copies we have were writen after the Sumerian books.
Shem 11:10
Tera 11:27
Ishmael 25:12
Symbiosis
Two things that depend on each other to survive.
Some flowers can only be pollinated by a certain fly and those fly's only lay eggs on certain types of
flowers.
If one of them dies the entire population will disappear in one generation.
Clown fish and jelly fish
Had to be created simultaneously
Why don't we have giant insects today?
Insects suck oxygen in through holes in their skin and have no diaphragm like us to move the air.
Surface area to Volume ratio problem.
1x1x1 cube - V= 1, SA = 6 6:1 Ratio
2x2x2 cube - V = 8, SA = 24 3:1 Ratio
3x3x3 cube - V = 27, SA = 54 2:1 Ratio
.1x.1x.1 cube 60:1 Ratio
.01x.01x.01 cube 600:1 Ratio
Small insects are almost all skin and no volume
If an ant falls from an airplane it falls slowly similar to a human falling threw peanut butter.
Video #2 - 15" cockroach, 8 1/2' centipede, 2' grass hopper
Something was different before the flood.
More air pressure before the flood would explain the large insects.
Walt Brown's book claims there was no canopy and he can not explain the insect problem.
Is the sun shrinking?
Measurements from an observatory in England over the last 150 years show the sun is shrinking
vertically and horizontally.
Sun is egg shaped because it is spinning.
This used to be used as a proof of an young earth because if the sun is burning due to gravitational
collapse then it will continue to shrink and burn out however if it is burning with nuclear fusion
then the variations could just mean the sun shrinks and swells.
If burning with fusion then it would produce neutrinos but scientists can not find any.
They have created giant tanks to try to capture them but never catch any.
No one knows how the sun burns.
Red Sea crossing.
Why is there no sign of an entire army drowning in the red sea?
Some claim there was no miracle but they crossed where it was ankle deep.
That is an even bigger miracle because how does an entire army drown in ankle deep water?
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May have been been an asteroid strike on the exact opposite side of the earth causing a tidal wave to
go around planet on both sides at exact same time to meet in the read sea and part at the right place
for Moses to cross.
If that was true that would also require divine intervention to have it happen at the exact right time
and place.
Exodus 14:25
[25] And took off their chariot wheels, that they drave them heavily: so that the Egyptians said, Let
us flee from the face of Israel; for the LORD fighteth for them against the Egyptians.
God took off the chariot wheels.
The Red Sea has two gulf's. Gulf of Suez and Gulf of Aqaba
Most bibles today have a triangle indicating Mt. Sinai with a question mark by it.
A Phoenician princess (or something like that) was riding past and said "That is Mt. Sinai" even
thought she had no reason why but she thought so.
Why did it take Pharaoh 3 days to catch up to them if they were in the Gulf of Aqaba?
Rocks all over the place that have been pushed out of the way for wagons.
There is a large beach at the south end.
Ron Wyatt found pillar saying "This pillar is here to commemorate the crossing of the Red Sea"
He then went to the other side and found another one .
They got arrested because they crossed illegally because the Saudi government would not let them
in and were tossed in jail.
8-9 miles across the gulf
The depth of the water is 5000ft for most of the gulf however at the middle it is only 900 ft deep.
Bible says there was a wall of water.
www.arkdiscovery.com
Aaron - underwater path - at edge they went scuba diving as deep as they could go and found
chariot wheels with no chariots and chariots without wheels, horse skeletons.
Wyatt Museum - 4, 6, 8 spoke wheels on chariots
The Egyptian dynasty at the time of Moses is the only one to use all three types of wheels at the
same time.
Mountain in Saudi Arabia called Mt. of Laws
Galatians 4:25-26
[24] Which things are an allegory: for these are the two covenants; the one from the mount Sinai,
which gendereth to bondage, which is Agar. [25] For this Agar is mount Sinai in Arabia, and
answereth to Jerusalem which now is, and is in bondage with her children.
Says right there that Mt Sinai is in Arabia.
Mountain is still black on the top.
There is an alter at the bottom.
Lots of bibles show a picture of a small stream coming out of the rock that moses struck for water.
How long would it take to provide enough water for 2 million people and their cattle with a stream
trickling out of a rock?
They found a rock as tall as a 5 story building cracked in half and errosion marks on both sides.
Ron Wyatt also found Sodom and Gomorrah
Cliffs of sulfur.
Millions of sulfur balls.
Scrape off the white and there is yellow sulfur inside of it.
Found no place else in the world but that spot.
I don't know if it is Sodom and Gomorrah but it could be.
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What is a Unicorn?
I don't know.
Bible says strength of a unicorn in Job.
Unicorn similar to animal you would plow with but could not because it is wild and untameable.
Doubt it would be a horse with a horn on his head but it could have been.
Could be on of the one horned dinosaurs.
Reptiles are impossible to tame.
Wisdom teeth prove evolution.
Jaw is getting smaller proves evolution.
That is the opposite of evolution.
If you grew 10 ft tall and lived to be 900 you would probably still be an adolescent until 25.
Should Christians be observing the sabbath?
Exodus 20:8
[8] Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy.
[9] Six days shalt thou labour, and do all thy work:
[10] But the seventh day is the sabbath of the LORD thy God: in it thou shalt not do any work, thou,
nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger
that is within thy gates:
You are not to allow anyone else to do work on the sabbath also.
If you did you would be put to death.
Exodus 13
[13] Speak thou also unto the children of Israel, saying, Verily my sabbaths ye shall keep: for it is a
sign between me and you throughout your generations; that ye may know that I am the LORD that
doth sanctify you.
[16] Wherefore the children of Israel shall keep the sabbath, to observe the sabbath throughout their
generations, for a perpetual covenant.
[17] It is a sign between me and the children of Israel for ever: for in six days the LORD made
heaven and earth, and on the seventh day he rested, and was refreshed. Sabbath for children of
Israel. (I am not from Israel)
Nehemiah 9:14
[14] And madest known unto them thy holy sabbath, and commandedst them precepts, statutes, and
laws, by the hand of Moses thy servant
They did not even know when the sabbath was until Moses went up on Mt Sinai.
Children of Israel not to light a fire, furnace, hot water, start car.
Let no man go out of his place on the sabbath.
How can there be Seventh Day Adventist Churches?
If you have questions call.
I get 1000 e-mails per week and can not answer them all.
Skeptics say that because I did not answer that means I am afraid of them.
I just don't have time to give long responses. - See more at:
http://www.apologeet.nl/eng/evolution-creation/CSE-class-notes/cse-104/class-10#sthash.0fXUYm
Uy.dpuf
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